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Labor and Community Studies has a
dynamic labor art and culture program. This
includes our Labor Heritage Chorus and our
theater class, "Work Tales, Labor Drama
Workshop", The chorus has become a
mainstay of the program and of the Bay
Area labor movement. Its success derives
from the chorus members' broad repertoire
and complex choral and vocal techniques.
Chorus members have been able to build
this level of musical sophistication through
repeated enrollments in the chorus class
series, LBCS 98A, B & C/MUS 48A, B &
C. In this series, A can be repeated once and
Band C can each be repeated three times.
Like other similar skill building arts classes
in the California Community College
system, students grow in their artistic
techniques by working in a class with
multiple levels of student experience over
time. Another example of this kind of course
at the college is Theatre Arts 103,
"Performance Projects", which can be
repeated twice. Over the last two years, two
initial offerings of IIWork Tales" laid the
foundation for a labor theater program as
accomplished as that ofour chorus. To build
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E. Field Trips
F. Method ofGrading
G. Repeatability

on this and enable the theater component of
our program to realize its full potential will
require a series of linked and repeatable
classes like the LBCS 98 series. Such a
series of classes will allow students to build
their labor storytelling, writing, performing
and production skills to a high level. This
will, in tum, allow them to make "Work
Tales" an ever more solid part of the Bay
Area's rich tapestry of labor art and culture.
LBCS 104B builds on the knowledge and
skills developed in the introductory course,
LBCS 104A. In it, students will deepen their
understanding of the history of labor and
community theater through the New Deal
era of the Great Depression to the Civil
Rights era of the Nineteen-Sixties/early
Seventies. They will also move to a higher
level of voice, physical and storytelling skill.
They will create more complex monologues
and scenes and a more developed final
performance program.
Yes
Letter
3

Ill. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Intermediate study oflabor and community theater with a focus on the United States in the
Nineteen-Thirties and Nineteen-Sixties. Use of writing exercises and improvisation to create
in-depth monologues and complex scenes of working class life. Rehearsal and performance of
original work.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Appraise the main forms of storytelling in labor and community theater in the United
States in the Nineteen-Thirties and Nineteen-Sixties.

B. Summarize continuities and changes in labor and community theater storytelling from the
early industrial era to the Civil Rights Era.

C. Reconstruct short labor and community theater works from the Nineteen-Thirties and
Nineteen-Sixties and analyze their relation to the social movements of their times.

D. Produce an intermediate command of vocal, physical and emotive storytelling techniques.
E. Evaluate progress in stage projection, movement and acting technique.
F. Create and perform an in-depth monologue and complex scene exploring working class

life.
G. Assess the material created in class, consider which pieces to stage and judge the success

of a final performance, including how well it connects with its intended audience.
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V.CONTENTS
A. Intermediate labor and community storytelling

I. Epic poetry, storytelling and theater
2. Relation between workplace, oral culture and written narrative expression
3. Mixing narrative and presentational techniques

B. Labor and community theater
I. Great Depression

a. Yiddish, Italian and German immigrant theater
b. American styles: pageant and variety show
c. Workers Laboratory Theater
d. New Theater League
e. Union theater
f. Federal Theater

2. Nineteen Sixties
a. California Labor School
b. San Francisco Mime Troupe
c. Free Southern Theater
d. EI Teatro Campesino
e. Bread and Puppet Theater
f. Living Theater
g. Story Theater

C. Intermediate Performance Skills
I. Vocal technique: Strengthening projection, power and versatility. Blending individual

and choral speaking
2. Physical acting

a. Innovative uses of story theater
b. Indoor versus outdoor physical performance skills

3. Improvisation as a writing tool and performance technique
a. Brecht and teaching theater
b. Augusto Boal and Forum Theater
c. Bay Area Labor Theater

D. In-depth monologue and complex scene creation
I. Theatrical revues
2. "Working" by Studs Terkel
3. Soliloquies and choral speaking
4. Larger casts: blocking and directing

E. Intermediate Performance and Production
I. Selecting and assembling material for performance
2. Combining in-depth monologues with complex scenes and narration
3. Staging techniques

a. Puppets and mobile sets
b. Outdoor versus indoor performance
c. Theaters versus community spaces

4. Evaluation of fmal performance
a. Surveying the audience
b. Linking the work to the community
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VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-Class
a. Attend class regularly and participate in discussions on topics like the Federal

Theater and exercises like theater games
b. Improvise and perform in-depth monologues and complex scenes exploring work

and working class life
2. Out-of-Class

a. Complete all reading, writing and viewing assignments on subjects such as EI
Teatro Campesino and Story Theater

b. Write in-depth monologues and complex scenes exploring work and working class
life

c. Write, produce, promote and evaluate end-of-semester performance on work-life
theme

d. Assess performance's impact on audience
B. Evaluation

1. Regular attendance and participation during which students appraise the main forms of
labor and community storytelling in the United States in the Nineteen-Thirties and
Nineteen-Sixties, such as the New Theater League and the Living Theater

2. Participation in discussions in which students summarize continuities and changes in
storytelling, using examples like labor pageants in the early industrial era and The Free
Southern Theater in the Civil Rights era

3. Performance assignments in which students reconstruct short labor and community
theater works from the Nineteen-Thirties and Sixties

4. Written assignments in which students analyze the relation of Nineteen-Thirties and
Sixties labor and community theater works to those decades' social movements

5. Exercises in which students produce intermediate command of storytelling techniques
like stage movement and evaluate their progress with them

6. Improvised and written in-depth monologues and complex scenes created by the
students and prepared by them for performance

7. Students appraise the material created in class, choose which pieces to stage and
produce a final performance

8. An assessment of the final performance and its impact on the audience, drawing on
practitioners such as Brecht and Boal

C. Textbooks and other instructional materials
1. Instructor handouts and Reader, assembled from works such as: Estrin, Marc and

Simon, Ronald T. "Rehearsing with Gods: Photographs and Essays on the Bread and
Puppet Theater". White River Junction, Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing, 2004.

2. Boal, Augusto. "Games for Actors and Non-Actors, Second Edition". London and New
York: Routledge, 2002.

3. Shields, Bill. "Rising Waters: The Drama of the Militant Thirties". San Francisco,
California: Self-Published Master's Thesis, Antioch University, 1980.

4. Sainer, Arthur. liThe New Radical Theater Notebook", New York: Applause, 1997.

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
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(, CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards ofTitle 5. Section 55002(a».
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